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Synonyms
Consistency model, data consistency,
consistency criterion, isolation level.
The distributed systems and database
communities use the same word, consis-
tency, with different meanings. Within
this entry, and following the usage of
the distributed algorithms community,
“consistency” refers to the observable
behaviour of a data store.
In the database community, roughly
the same concept is called “isolation,”
whereas the term “consistency” refers to
the property that application code is se-
quentially safe (the C in ACID).
Definition
A data store allows application processes
to put and get data from a shared mem-
ory. In general, a data store cannot be
modelled as a strictly sequential process.
Applications observe non-sequential be-
haviours, called anomalies. The set of
possible behaviours, and conversely of
possible anomalies, constitutes the con-
sistency model of the data store.
Overview
Background
A data store, or database system, is a
persistent shared memory space, where
different client application processes
can store data items. To ensure scala-
bility and dependability, a modern data
store distributes and replicates its data
across clusters of servers running in
parallel. This approach supports high
throughput by spreading the load, low
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latency by parallelising requests, and
fault-tolerance by replicating data and
processing; system capacity increases by
simply adding more servers (scale-out).
Ideally, from the application perspec-
tive, data replication and distribution
should be transparent. Read and update
operations on data items would appear
to execute as in a single sequential
thread; reading a data item would return
exactly the last value written to it in real
time; and each application transaction
(a grouping of operations) would take
effect atomically (all at once). This ideal
behaviour is called strict serialisability,
noted SSER (Papadimitriou, 1979).
In practice, exposing some of the
internal parallelism to clients enables
better performance. More fundamen-
tally, SSER requires assumptions that
are unrealistic at large scale, such as
absence of network partitions (see Sec-
tion “Fundamental results” hereafter).
Therefore, data store design faces a
fundamental tension between providing
a strictly serialisable behaviour on
the one hand, versus availability and
performance on the other. This explains
why large-scale data stores hardly ever
provide the SSER model, with the
notable exception of Spanner (Corbett
et al, 2012).
Consistency models
Informally, a consistency model defines
what an application can observe about
the updates and reads of its data store.
When the observed values of data differ
from strict serialisability, this is called
an anomaly. Examples of anomalies
include divergence, where concurrent
reads of the same item persistently
return different values; causality vi-
olation, where updates are observed
out of order; dirty reads, where a read
observes the effect of a transaction that
has not terminated; or lost updates,
where the effect of an update is lost.
The more anomalies allowed by a store,
the weaker its consistency model. The
strongest model is (by definition) SSER,
the baseline against which other models
are compared.
More formally, a consistency model
is defined by the history of updates and
reads that clients can observe. A model
is weaker than another if it allows more
histories.
An absolute definition of “strong”
and “weak consistency” is open to
debate. For the purpose of this entry, we
say that a consistency model is strong
when it has consensus power, i.e., any
number of failure-prone processes can
reach agreement on some value by
communicating through data items in
the store. If this is not possible, then the
consistency model is said weak.
In a strong model, updates are totally
ordered. Some well-known strong
models include SSER, serialisability
(SER), or snapshot isolation (SI).
Weak models admit concurrent updates
to the same data item, and include
Causal Consistency (CC), Strong Even-
tual Consistency (SEC) and Eventual
Consistency (EC) (see Table 1).
Key Research Findings
Basic concepts
A data store is a logically-shared mem-
ory space where different application
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processes store, update and retrieve data
items. An item can be very basic, such
as a register with read/write operations,
or a more complex structure, e.g., a table
or a file system directory. An application
process executes operations on the data
store through the help of an API. When a
process invokes an operation, it executes
a remote call to an appropriate end-point
of the data store. In return, it receives a
response value. A common example of
this mechanism is a POST request to an
HTTP end-point.
An application consists of trans-
actions. A transaction consists of any
number of reads and updates to the data
store. It is terminated either by an abort,
whereby its writes have no effect, or by
a commit, whereby writes modify the
store. In what follows, we consider only
committed transactions. The transaction
groups together low-level storage op-
erations into a higher-level abstraction,
with properties that help developers
reason about application behaviour.
The properties of transactions are
often summarised as ACID: All-or-
Nothing, (individual) Correctness,
Isolation, and Durability.
All-or-Nothing ensures that, at any
point in time, either all of a transaction’s
writes are in the store, or none of them
is. This guarantee is essential in order
to support common data invariants such
as equality or complementarity between
two data items. Individual Correctness
is the requirement that each of the
application’s transactions individually
transitions the database from a safe state
(i.e., where some application-specific
integrity invariants hold over the data)
to another safe state. Durability means
that all later transactions will observe
the effect of this transaction after it
commits. A, C and D are essential
features of any transactional system, and
will be taken for granted in the rest of
this entry.
The I property, Isolation charac-
terises the absence of interference
between transactions. Transactions are
isolated if one cannot interfere with
the other, regardless of whether they
execute in parallel or not.
Taken together, the ACID properties
provide the serialisability model, a pro-
gram semantics in which a transaction
executes as if it was the only one ac-
cessing the database.This model restricts
the allowable interactions among con-
current transactions, such that each one
produces results indistinguishable from
the same transactions running one after
the other. As a consequence, the code for
a transaction lives in the simple, familiar
sequential programming world, and the
developer can reason only about compu-
tations that start with the final results of
other transactions. Serialisability allows
concurrent operations to access the data
store and still produce predictable, re-
producible results.
Definitions
A history is a sequence of invocations
and responses of operations on the data
items by the application processes. It is
commonly represented with timelines.
For instance, in history h1 below, pro-
cesses p and q access a data store that
contains two counters (x and y).
(h1)
p
q
x++ r(x) 0
x-- r(y) 0
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Operations (z++) and (z--) respec-
tively increment and decrement counter
z by 1. To fetch the content of z, a pro-
cess calls r(z). A counter is initialised to
0. The start and the end of a transaction
are marked using brackets, e.g., transac-
tion T1 = (x++).r(x) in history h1. When
the transaction contains a single opera-
tion, the brackets are omitted for clarity.
As pointed above, we assume in this
entry that all the transactions are com-
mitted in a history. Thus every invoca-
tion has a matching response. More in-
volved models exist, e.g., when consid-
ering a transactional memory (Guerraoui
and Kapalka, 2008).
A history induces a real-time order
between transactions (denoted ≺h). This
order holds between two transactions T
and T ′ when the response of the last op-
eration in T precedes in h the invoca-
tion of the first operation in T ′. A his-
tory also induces a per-process order that
corresponds to the order in which pro-
cesses invoke their transactions. For in-
stance in h1, transaction T2 = (x--) pre-
cedes transaction T3 = r(y) at process q.
This relation together with (T1 <h1 T3)
fully defines the real-time order in his-
tory h1.
Histories have various properties ac-
cording to the way invocations and re-
sponses interleave. Two transactions are
concurrent in a history h when they are
not ordered by the relation≺h. A history
h is sequential when no two transactions
in h are concurrent. A sequential history
is legal when it respects the sequential
specification of each object. Two histo-
ries h and h′ are equivalent when they
contain the same set of events (invoca-
tions and responses).
A consistency model defines the
histories that are allowed by the data
store. In particular, serialisability (SER)
requires that every history h is equiva-
lent to some sequential and legal history
l. For instance, history h1 is serialisable,
since it is equivalent to the history l1
below. In addition, if the equivalent
(l1)
p
q
x--
x++ r(x) 0
r(y) 0
sequential history preserves the real-
time order between transaction, history
h is said strictly serialisable (SSER)
(Papadimitriou, 1979). This is the case
of h1 since in l1 the relations (T2 <h1 T3)
and (T1 <h1 T3) also hold.
When each transaction contains a
single operation, SSER boils down to
linearizability (LIN) (Herlihy and Wing,
1990). The data store ensures sequential
consistency (SC) (Lamport, 1979) when
each transaction contains a single oper-
ation and only the per-process order is
kept in the equivalent sequential history.
The above consistency models (SER,
SSER, LIN and SC) are strong, as they
allow the client application processes to
reach consensus. To see this, observe
that processes may agree as follows:
The processes share a FIFO queue L
in the data store. To reach consensus,
each process enqueues some value in
L which corresponds to a proposal to
agree upon. Then, each process chooses
the first proposal that appears in L. The
equivalence with a sequential history
implies that all the application processes
pick the same value.
Conversely, processes cannot reach
consensus if the consistency model
is weak. A widespread model in this
category is Eventual Consistency (EC)
(Vogels, 2008), used for instance in
the Simple Storage Service (Murty,
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2008). EC requires that, if clients cease
submitting transactions, they eventually
observe the same state of the data store.
This eventually-stable state may include
part (or all) the transactions executed
by the clients. Under EC, processes
may repeatedly observe updates in
different orders. For example, if the
above list L is EC, each process may
see its update applied first on L until it
decides, preventing agreement. In fact,
EC is too weak to allow asynchronous
failure-prone processes to reach an
agreement (Attiya et al, 2017).
Fundamental results
In the most general model of compu-
tation, replicas are asynchronous. In
this model, and under the hypothesis
that a majority of them are correct,
it is possible to emulate a linearizable
shared memory (Attiya et al, 1990). This
number of correct replicas is tight. In
particular, if any majority of the replicas
may fail, the emulation does not work
(Delporte-Gallet et al, 2004).
The above result implies that, even
for a very basic distributed service, such
as a register, it is not possible to be
at the same time consistent, available
and tolerant to partition. This result is
known as the CAP Theorem (Gilbert
and Lynch, 2002), which proves that it is
not possible to provide all the following
desirable features at the same time: (C)
strong Consistency, even for a register,
(A) Availability, responding to every
client request, and (P) tolerate network
Partition or arbitrary messages loss.
A second fundamental result, known
as FLP, is the impossibility to reach con-
sensus deterministically in presence of
crash failures (Fischer et al, 1985). FLP
is true even if all the processes but one
are correct.
As pointed above, a majority of
correct processes may emulate a shared
memory. Thus, the FLP impossibility
result indicates that a shared memory
is not sufficient to reach consensus.
In fact, solving consensus requires the
additional ability to elect a leader among
the correct processes (Chandra et al,
1996).
Data stores that support transactions
on more than one data item are subject
to additional impossibility results. For
instance, an appealing property is gen-
uine partial replication (GPR) (Schiper
et al, 2010), a form of disjoint-access
parallelism (Israeli and Rappoport,
1994). Under GPR, transactions that
access disjoint items do not contend
in the data store. GPR avoids convoy
effects between transactions (Blasgen
et al, 1979) and ensure scalability
under parallel workload. However,
GPR data stores must sacrifice some
form of consistency, or provide little
progress guarantees (Bushkov et al,
2014; Saeida Ardekani et al, 2013b;
Attiya et al, 2009).
A data store API defines the shared
data structures the client application
processes manipulate as well as their
consistency and progress guarantees.
The above impossibility results inform
the application developer that some
APIs require synchronisation among the
data replicas. Process synchronisation is
costly, thus there is a trade-off between
performance and data consistency.
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Trade-offs
In the common case, executing an
operation under strong consistency
requires to solve consensus among the
data replicas, which costs at least one
round-trip among replicas (Lamport,
2006). Sequential consistency allows to
execute either read or write operations at
a local replica (Attiya and Welch, 1994;
Wang et al, 2014). Weaker consistency
models, e.g., eventual (Fekete et al,
1999) and strong eventual consistency
(Shapiro et al, 2011) enable both read
and write operations to be local.
A second category of trade-offs relate
consistency models to metadata (Peluso
et al, 2015; Burckhardt et al, 2014).
They establish lower bounds on the
space complexity to meet a certain con-
sitency models. For instance, tracking
causality accurately requires O(m) bits
of storage, where m is the number of
replicas (Charron-Bost, 1991).
Common models
The previous sections introduce several
consistency models (namely, SER, SC,
LIN, SSER and EC). This section offers
a perspective on other prominent mod-
els. Table 1 recapitulates.
Read-Committed (RC).
Almost all existing transactional data
stores ensure that clients observe only
committed data (Zemke, 2012; Beren-
son et al, 1995). More precisely, the
RC consistency model enforces that if
some read r observes the state xˆ of an
item x in history h, then the transaction
Ti that wrote xˆ commits in h. One can
distinguish a loose and a strict interpre-
tation of RC. The strict interpretation
requires that r(x) takes place after
transaction Ti commits. Under the loose
interpretation, the write operation might
occur concurrently.
When RC, or a stricter consistency
model holds, it is convenient to intro-
duce the notion of version. A version is
the state of a data item as produced by an
update transaction. For instance, when
Ti writes to some register x, an opera-
tion denoted hereafter w(xi), it creates
a new version xi of x. Versions allow to
uniquely identify the state of the item as
observed by a read operation, e.g., r(xi).
Strong Eventual Consistency (SEC).
Eventual consistency (EC) states that,
for every data item x in the store, if there
is no new update on x, eventually clients
observe x in the same state. Strong
eventual consistency (SEC) further
constrains the behaviour of the data
replicas. In detail, a data store is SEC
when it is EC and moreover, for every
item x, any two replicas of x that applied
the same set of updates on item x are in
the same state.
Client Monotonic (CM).
Client Monotonic (CM) ensures that
a client always observes the results of
its own past operations (Terry et al,
1994). CM enforces the following
four so-called “session guarantees”:
(i) Monotonic reads (MR): if a client
executes r(xi) then r(x j 6=i) in history
h, necessarily x j follows xi for some
version order h,x over the updates
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Acronym Full name Reference
EC Eventual Consistency Ladin et al (1990)
SEC Strong Eventual Consistency Shapiro et al (2011)
CM Client monotonicity Terry et al (1994)
CS Causal Snapshot Chan and Gray (1985)
CC Causal Consistency Ahamad et al (1995)
Causal HAT Causal Highly-Av. Txn. Bailis et al (2013)
LIN Linearisability Herlihy and Wing (1990)
NMSI Non-Monotonic SI Saeida Ardekani et al (2013a)
PSI Parallel SI Sovran et al (2011)
RC Read Committed Berenson et al (1995)
SC Sequential Consistency Lamport (1979)
SER Serialisability Gray and Reuter (1993)
SI Snapshot Isolation Berenson et al (1995)
SSER Strict Serialisability Papadimitriou (1979)
SSI Strong Snapshot Isolation Daudjee and Salem (2006)
Table 1 Models and source references
applied to x in h. (ii) Monotonic writes
(MW): if a client executes w(xi) then
w(x j), the version order xi h,x x j
holds; (iii) Read-my-writes (RMW):
when a client executes w(xi) followed
by r(x j 6=i), then xi h,x x j holds; and
(iv) Writes-follow-reads (WFR): if a
client executes r(xi) followed by w(x j)
it is true that xih,x x j.
Most consistency models require
CM, but this guarantee is so obvious
that it might be sometimes omitted –
this is for instance the case in Gray and
Reuter (1992).
Read-Atomic (RA).
Under RA, a transaction sees either
all of the updates made by another
transaction, or none of them (the All-or-
Nothing guarantee). For instance, if a
transaction T sees the version xi written
by Ti and transaction Ti also updates y,
then T should observe at least version
yi. If history h fails to satisfies RA, a
transaction in h exhibits a fractured read
(Bailis et al, 2014). For instance, this is
the case of the transaction executed by
process q in history h2 below.
(h2)
p
q
x++ y++
r(x) 1 r(y) 0
Consistent Snapshot (CS).
A transaction Ti depends on a transaction
Tj when it reads a version written by Tj,
or such a relation holds transitively. In
other words, denoting Ti
wr−→ Tj when Ti
reads from Tj, Tj is in the transitive clo-
sure of the relation ( wr−→) when starting
from Ti.
When a transaction never misses the
effects of some transaction it depends
on, the transaction observes a consis-
tent snapshot (Chan and Gray, 1985). In
more formal terms, a transaction Ti in a
history h observes a consistent snapshot
when for every object x, if (i) Ti reads
version x j, (ii) Tk writes version xk, and
(iii) Ti depends on Tk, then version xk
is followed by version x j in the version
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order h,x. A history h belongs to CS
when all its transactions observe a con-
sistent snapshot. For instance, this is not
the case of history h3 below. In this his-
tory, transaction T3 = r(y).r(x) depends
on T2 = r(x).(y++), and T2 depends on
T1 = (x++), yet T3 does not observe the
effect of T1.
(h3)
p
q
x++
r(x) 1 y++
r(y) 1 r(x) 0
Causal Consistency (CC).
Causal consistency (CC) holds when
transactions observe consistent snap-
shots of the system, and the client
application processes are monotonic.
CC is a weak consistency model and
it does not allow solving consensus.
It is in fact the strongest model that
is available under partition (Attiya
et al, 2017). Historically, CC refers to
the consistency of single operations
on a shared memory (Ahamad et al,
1995). Causally consistent transactions
(Causal HAT) is a consistency model
that extends CC to transactional data
stores (Bailis et al, 2013).
Snapshot Isolation (SI).
SI is a widely-used consistency model
(Berenson et al, 1995). This model is
strong, but allows more interleavings of
concurrent read transactions than SER.
Furthermore, SI is causal (i.e., SI⊆ CC),
whereas SER is not.
Under SI, a transaction observes a
snapshot of the state of the data store
at some point prior in time. Strong
snapshot isolation (SSI) requires this
snapshot to contain all the preceding
transactions in real time (Daudjee and
Salem, 2006). Two transactions may
commit under SI as long as they do
not write the same item concurrent.
SI avoids the anomalies listed in Sec-
tion “Consistency Models”, but exhibits
the write-skew anomaly, illustrated in
history h4 below. In this history, an ap-
(h4)
p
q
r(x) 2 r(y) 1 x--
r(x) 2 r(y) 1 y++
plication using data items x and y wishes
to maintain the invariant x ≥ y. The
invariant holds initially, and each of the
two transactions T1 and T2 guarantees
the invariant individually. As illustrated
in history h4, running them concurrently
under SI may violate the invariant.
An application is robust against a
consistency model M when, it pro-
duces serialisable histories (Cerone and
Gotsman, 2016), despite running atop
a data store providing M, It is known
(Fekete et al, 2005) that an application
is robust against SI when every invariant
is materialised by a data item.
Parallel / Non-Monotonic Snapshot
Isolation (PSI/NMSI).
Parallel and non-monotonic snapshot
isolation are scalable variations of SI.
These models retain two core properties
of SI, namely (i) each transaction ob-
serves a consistent snapshot, and (ii) no
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two concurrent transactions update the
same data items. PSI requires to take
a snapshot at the start of the transac-
tion. NMSI relaxes this requirement,
enabling the snapshot to be computed
incrementally, as illustrated in history h5
below.
(h5)
p
q
x++ r(y) 1
y++
A three-dimensional view of
data consistency
Shapiro et al (2016) classify consistency
models along three dimensions, to better
understand and compare them. Their
approach divides each operation into
two parts: the generator reads data
and computes response values, and the
effector applies side-effects to every
replica. Each of the three dimensions
imposes constraints on the generators
and effectors. Table 2 classifies the
consistency criteria of Table 1 along
these three dimensions.
• Visibility dimension. This dimen-
sion constrains the visibility of
operations, i.e., how a generator
sees the updates made by effectors.
The strongest class of consistency
models along this dimension is
external visibility, which imposes
that a generator sees the effectors
of all the operations that precedes
it in real time. Weakening this
guarantee to the per-process order
leads to causal visibility. A yet
weaker class is transitive visibility,
which only requires visibility to
hold transitively. Finally, absence
of constraints on generators, for
instance during the unstable period
of an eventually-consistent data
store, is termed rollback visibility.
• Ordering dimension. This dimen-
sion constrains the ordering over
generators and effectors. Four
classes are of interest along this
dimension: The strongest class is
termed total order. For every history
of a model in this class, there exists
an equivalent serial history of all
the operations. Weaker classes,
below total order, constrain only
effectors. The gapless order class
requires effectors to be ordered
online by natural numbers with no
gaps; this requires consensus and
is subject to the CAP impossibility
result. The capricious class admits
gaps in the ordering, allowing
replicas to order their operations
independently. A last-writer wins
protocol (e.g., (Ladin et al, 1990))
produces a consistency model in
this class. This class is subject to the
lost-update anomaly. The weakest
class along this dimension is termed
concurrent and imposes no ordering
on generators and effectors.
• Composition dimension. This di-
mension captures the fact that a
transaction contains one or more
operations. A model in the All-
Or-Nothing class preserves the A
in ACID. This means that if some
effector of transaction T1 is visible
to transaction T2, then all of T1’s
effectors are visible to T2. Typically,
all the generators of a transaction
read from the same set of effectors,
i.e., its snapshot. The snapshot class
extends the Visibility and Ordering
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guarantees to all generators of the
transaction. For instance, in the case
of a model both in the snapshot and
total order classes, all the operations
of a transaction are adjacent in the
equivalent serial history.
Examples of Application
A key-value store (KVS) is a distributed
data store that serves as building block
of many cloud applications. This type of
system belongs to the larger family of
NoSQL databases and is used to store
uninterpreted blobs of data (e.g., mar-
shalled objects).
A KVS implements a map, that is a
mutable relation from a set of keys to
a set of values. In detail, the API of a
key-value store consists of two opera-
tions: Operation put(k,v) adds the pair
(k,v) to the mapping, updating it if nec-
essary. Depending on the KVS, this op-
eration may return the previous value of
the key k, or simply nil. Operation get(k)
retrieves the current value stored under
key k.
The notions of “current” and “previ-
ous” values depend on the consistency
model of the KVS. History h6 below
illustrates this point for an operation
get(k1) by process p. When the KVS is
(h6)
p
q
q′
put(k1,x)
put(k1,y) put(k1,z)
get(k1) y put(k2,1)
get(k2) 1 get(k1) ?
RC, operation get(k1) returns the initial
value of k1, or any value written con-
currently or before this call. Denoting
⊥ the initial value of k1, this means that
operation get(k1) may return any value
in {⊥,x,y,z}.
If the KVS guarantees RMW, at least
the last value written by p should be re-
turned. As a consequence, the set of pos-
sible values reduces to {x,y,z}.
Now, let us consider that the KVS
guarantees CC. Process p observes the
operation put(k2,1) by r. This operation
causally follows an observation by q′ of
y. Therefore, p should observe either y,
or z.
If the KVS is linearizable, the value
stored under key k1 is the last value writ-
ten before get(k1) in any sequential his-
tory equivalent to h6. Every such history
should preserve the real-time precedence
of h6. Clearly, the last update in h6 sets
the value of k1 to z. Thus, if the KVS
is linearizable, z is the only allowed re-
sponse of operation get(k1) in h6.
Future Directions for Research
Consistency models are formulated in
various frameworks and using different
underlying assumptions. For instance,
some works (ANSI, 1992; Berenson
et al, 1995) define a model in terms of
the anomalies it forbids. Others rely
on specific graphs to characterise a
model (Adya, 1999), or predicates over
histories (Viotti and Vukolic´, 2016). The
existence of a global time (Papadim-
itriou, 1979) is sometimes taken for
granted. This contrasts with approaches
(Lamport, 1986) that avoid to make such
an assumption. A similar observation
holds for concurrent operations which
may (Guerraoui and Kapalka, 2008) or
not (Ozsu and Valduriez, 1991) overlap
in time.
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Acronym Ordering Visibility Composition
EC Capricious Rollbacks Single Operation
CM Concurrent Monotonic Single Operation
CS Concurrent Transitive All-or-Nothing + Snapshot
CC Concurrent Causal Single Operation
Causal HAT Concurrent Causal All-or-Nothing + Snapshot
LIN Total External Single Operation
NMSI Gapless Transitive All-or-Nothing + Snapshot
PSI Gapless Causal All-or-Nothing + Snapshot
RC Concurrent Monotonic All-or-Nothing
SC Total Causal Single Operation
SER Total Transitive All-or-Nothing + Snapshot
SI Gapless Transitive All-or-Nothing + Snapshot
SSER Total External All-or-Nothing + Snapshot
SSI Gapless External All-or-Nothing + Snapshot
Table 2 Three-dimension features of consistency models and systems
This rich literature makes difficult
an apples-to-apples comparison be-
tween consistency models. Works exist
(Chrysanthis and Ramamritham, 1994)
that attempt to bridge this gap by ex-
pressing them in a common framework.
However, not all the literature is covered
and it is questionable whether their
definitions is equivalent to the ones
given in the original publications.
The general problem of the imple-
mentability a given model is also an in-
teresting avenue for research. One may
address this question in term of the min-
imum synchrony assumptions to attain a
particular model. In distributed systems,
this approach has lead to the rich litera-
ture on failure detectors (Freiling et al,
2011). A related question is to establish
lower and upper bounds on the time and
space complexity of an implementation
(when it is achivable). As pointed out
in Section “Trade-offs”, some results al-
ready exist, yet the picture is incomplete.
From an application point of view,
three questions are of particular interest.
First, the robustness of an applica-
tion against a particular consistency
model (Fekete et al, 2005; Cerone and
Gotsman, 2016). Second, the relation
between a model and a consistency
control protocol. These two questions
are related to the grand challenge of
synthesising concurrency control from
the application specification (Gotsman
et al, 2016). A third challenge is to
compare consistency models in practice
(Kemme and Alonso, 1998; Wiesmann
and Schiper, 2005; Saeida Ardekani
et al, 2014), so as to understand their
pros and cons.
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